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Abs t rac t .  The increase in accessability to on-line visual data has pro- 
moted the interest in browsing and retrieval of images fi'om hnage Data- 
bases. Current approaches assume either a text based key-word oriented 
approach or a visual feature based al)proach. Tile keyword al)proach 
usuaUy provides neither layout information nor object relevence and sig- 
nificance in the scene. The visual feature based approach relies oll low 
level features such as color, texture and orientation as image descriptors. 
These are non-intuitive and unnatural for human observers. This paper 
presents a new approach to image retrieval in which image content, based 
on the "visual scene", is the basis for both retrieval and user interface. 
~Ve propose to model image content using Object-Process Diagrams. Our 
hierarchical approach incorporates both the low-level image features and 
textual key sentencess as descriptors of tim image. These descriptions 
involve the objects in the scene and their it~(,r- and intra-relationships. 
This allows for abstract, high-level representation of the layout of the 
scene, as well as a distinction between the dominant core of the scene 
and its background. Querying is is performed by representing the sought 
image with an Object-Process Diagram and finding the images in tile 
database whose Object-Process Diagrams best match the query. 

1 Introduction 

With the increase of quality and availability of on-line communications, enour- 
mous quantities of visual da ta  have become accessible over the network. Addi- 
tionally, databases of visual da ta  are now being integrated into many systems and 
applications. These advances call for facilities for on-line browsing and searching 
of visual information. 

The large volume of available visual da ta  and the distribution of this data  in 
an increasing number of sites makes sequential serial search impractical, and in 
fact, impossible. This stimulates the study and development of automatic and 
interactive computer-assisted tools for retrieval of visual data. 

Most current approaches to image retrieval employ either a text based key- 
word oriented approach or a visual feature based approach. 
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In the Keyword  or iented  da ta  search, keywords are used to describe the 
visual data textually. These keywords are usually determined manually by a 
viewer and are linked to the data (usually by insertion into the image header, 
or visual data attribute list). Image retrival is then preformed using text search 
over the keywords associated with the visual data. [18]. 

In the Visual  fea ture  based approach,  low level visual features are used 
as search keys into the visual database. These features include color, texture and 
possibly orientation cues. The interface supplied to the user in the retrieval tool 
usually takes the form of the user marking regions in the image with the desired 
low level features of color and texture. 

In the keyword approach, the retrieval based on keyword search is restrictive 
and is therefor expected to retrieve too wide a range of selections, since key- 
words, though informative, usually do not provide layout information and do 
not represent relevence and importance (dominance) in the scene. For example, 
we can expect both Figure la and Figure lb to be associated with the keyword 
"apple" although it is obvious tha~ in Figure la  this keyword is much more sig- 
nificant to the image content than it is in Figure lb. In some sense, keywords 
describe portions of the image content, but frequently fail to capture the visual 
scene. 

a.  NO 
Fig. 1. Keywords do not capture significance in the image content. The keyword 
"apple" would be associated with both images a and b, however it has more significance 
in a than in b. 

In the visual feature approach, the interfaces supplied to the user are non- 
intuitive and unnatural. The user searching for visual data usually has some 
idea of the image content and the image lay'out of the desired image, where 
the image content is usually described in terms of objects and global features, 
rather than low level features, such as color and texture. Additionaly, abstract 
characteristics of the image and overall effects (such as mood, lighting, coloring 
etc.) often serve as descriptors of desired images and should be available as keys 
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for search in the visual database. Low level features are inefficient as descriptors 
of visual objects as they do not capture tile abstract characteristics of tile image, 
which are tyt)ically the main source of interest to the viewer. 

We propose an intuitive and natural approach to image retrieval, in which 
image content, based ~)u the visual s¢'(me, is the basis for retriewd and for the 
user interface. This approach is superior to both the nou-intuitive approach of 
low levcl features as search keys and the keyword search, which does not capture 
the structure and dynamics of the image scene. The approach we propose has 
hierarchical characteristics. It also incorporates both the low-level image features 
and textual keywords as descriptors of the image. 

We propose to model image content using Object-Process Diagrams (OPDs). 
These graph-like descriptions invoh-e the objects in the scene and their inter- 
and intra-rclationships. This allows for abstract, high-level representation of the 
layout of the scene, ~L~ welt as a distin(:tion between the dominant core of the scene 
and its background. This representation inherently includes textual keywords as 
object names and low level features as object attributes. 

2 Previous Work in Image Retrieval 

Tile large quantities of visual data that are now easily accessable make exaustive 
search of images impractical. Automated and computer-assisted search of visual 
data is becoming a necessity. The interest of the research community in this 
topic is therefore constantly increasing in this domain. 

A typical system assumes a large image database, which may be from a 
specific source, with constrained content, or a general, unrestricted database. 
Images are retrieved from the database using keys (which might be textual, 
visual or symbolic - see below). Typically, the user submits a query based on the 
available keys, preferably through a user-friendly interface tool. The output of 
the retrieval system is usually a ranked set of images from the database, ordered 
by the likelihood of answering the query correctly. The likelihood is determined 
by a similarity measure which is used to compare the query with the images in 
the database. Many image retrieval systems have been suggested. They vary in 
the type of keys, the query interface-tool and the similarity measure. 

The most basic retrieval system, based oil extensions of textual database 
search, is a system in which the keys are keywords annotating the images and 
usually describing certain aspects of the image content [18]. Queries are per- 
formed using standard query languages such as SQL. Kewyord indexing is very 
restrictive, as it generally does not capture the scene layout nor the relation- 
ships between objects. It also does not distinguish between central elements in 
the scene and minor parts (such as foreground and background). Additionally, 
some visual elements are hard to describe using only text [26]. Recent work 
extends the text-based image retrieval to be hierarchical and more flexible [27]. 

More common approaches to image retrieval are the content-based image 
retrieval systems, in which the keys are low-level visual features such as color, 
shape, orientation, texture etc. Typically, coding of the visual feature is defined, 
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which is invariant to location in tile image. The user generates a query, which 
is also a representation of a visual feature. A similarity measure for comparing 
query and images is developed specifically to deal with tile coded visual feature. 
Retrieval of images, based on color, usually represents this feature using color 
histograms [35, 26, 15] and the similarit,y nmasure is based on COmlmring his- 
tograms. This type of representation tends to produce false positives. Color his- 
tograms give statistics of the image pixels but do not provide spatial, relational 
or content information in terms of objects in the scene. To improve performance, 
locational informatioll was incorporated into the color-based image retrieval sys- 
tem by allowing multiple color histogranm, representing different locations in the 
image [26, 15] and using color histograms containing spatially dependent classes 
[28]. Combining spatial and color information using a Markov model was also 
suggested [22]. hnprovements of the color-based image retrieval approach were 
recently suggested: multiresolution and different colorspaces were tested [39], 
while compression and efficient representation of local color histograms was sug- 
gested in [41]. 

The user interface for producing the visual query usually takes the form of 
painting regions of a blank image with the sought color (average color of a region) 
[26], by sketching in color the general outline of the sought image [3, 16], or by 
providing an example image [41, 29]. Describing an image by regions of color 
is unintuitive and unatural. Sketching a query or providing an example implies 
strict positional information, which is not necessarily desired. Aditionally, this 
representation allows neither variability of the objects in the scene nor flexibility 
in the relationships among them. Implicitly allowing flexibility in location mid 
shape may help [2], as we describe below. 

Shapes as low-level visual features have been used as keys for image retrieval. 
Classical studies on object and pattern matching can be reformulated for use in 
shape-based image retrieval. For example, Goemetric Hashing was extended for 
image retrieval [37], a two stage refinement procedure was used in [38], and edge 
based matching was used in [16]. Shape representation as keys for image retrieval 
usually requires a segmentation process or an edge detection process, which 
introduces variance, if not errors, in the shape representation. Shape descriptors 
based on radial descriptors that do not need segmentation or edge detection was 
suggested in [1]. 

Texture serves as a key for image retrieval in several studies [19, 21, 29]. Scale 
and orientation selective filters determine texture parameters in [23]. An efficient 
parallel approach to texture classification for image retrieval was suggested in 
[42]. 

The various low-level visual features, used as keys, have been combined in 
image retrieval systems, either as combined features [20], or as seperate modules 
[26, 29, 14]. 

Several other approaches to image retrieval have been suggested, including 
the use of transform coefficients as keys [40, 34, 32], using eigenfeatures [29, 36] 
and image retrieval from a compressed database [33, 40]. Locational information 
between objects in a scene has been incorporated into an image representation 
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using 2D strings [31] and 2D Markov Models [22]. A review on image retrieval 
can be found in [24, 30]. 

3 O b j e c t - P r o c e s s  M e t h o d o l o g y  a n d  D i a g r a m s  

All), system has two major aspect: structure and behavior. Structure pertains to 
relationships among things (objects or processes) in the system that hold in the 
long run, while behavior has to do with the dynamics of the system, i.e., the way 
its state changes over time. The Object-Process Methodology (OPM), first in- 
troduced in [6, 10], is an integrated approach to the development of systems that 
unifies structure and behavior throughout the analysis, design and implemen- 
tation of the system witlfin one flame of reference using a single diagramnfing 
tool - the Object-Process Diagram (OPD) [5]. The basic l)renfise of OPM is that 
objects and processes are two types of equally inll)ortant classes of things, that 
together faithfully describe both the stru(:ture and the behavior of systeins in vir- 
tually any domain. The major (lifferenc(, 1)etwe(,n OPM and current "chlssical" 
Object-Oriented (00 )  develot)mcnt methods is that while O0 methods eml)loy 
a host of models, each with its diagramming symbols and conventions, to de- 
scribe the various system aspects, OPM uses a single object-process model, with 
the OPD set as its single graptfic modeling tool. This eliminates the model mul- 
tiplicity problem, which requires mental integration of the various models into 
a coherent understanding of the system under consideration. OPM also features 
a rich set of scaling tools: blow-up, unfolding and explosion, which provide for 
flexible, yet consistent complexity management through selectively controlling 
the visibility of system details. 

3.1 OPM Applications 

OPM is generic in nature, as it is founded on principles of systems theory. It 
has been employed in a variety of domains, including engineering drawing un- 
derstanding [4, 8], 3-D object reconstruction [13], analyzing R&D of high-tech 
firms [25], image understanding [9] and computer integrated manufacturing [7]. 
OPM encompasses not just the analysis phase of systems development, but also 
the design and implementation phases [12, 11]. 

OPCAT (acrowm for Object-Process CAse Tool) has been developed as 
the Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool to support the Object- 
Process Methodology. Since 1994 OPCAT has evolved from a modest program to 
a semi-commercial product with version control and configuration management. 

4 V i s u a l  O b j e c t - P r o c e s s  D i a g r a m s  - V O P D  

A Visual Object-Process Diagram (VOPD) is a specialized OPD designed to 
describe visual scenes that appear in images. One of the initial steps in our 
research is to specialize general purpose Object-Process Diagrams to Visual 
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Object-Process Diagrams, so that they become suitable for representing images. 
Basic to a generic VOPD is the distinction between foreground and background. 
This distinction is primarily a content-based, or semantic observation. In terms 
of the Object-Process Methodology, there is an aggregation relation between 
the image as a whole and its foreground and background parts. In the generic 
VOPD, shown in Figure 2, the aggregation is denoted by a black triangle. The 
structural relation between the two parts is that the foreground is in front of the 
background. The focus of interest in an image is usually the objects in the fore- 
ground, but frequently the background is also an important criterion for image 
retrieval. The image as a whole has a number of low-level attributes, including 
name, size. gray-level or color histogram, etc. These Iow-level features, along 
with keywords, are used in current image retrieval systems. The problem with 
low-level features is that they do not relate to the content of the objects repre- 
sented in the image, and hence the retrieved images usually contain images that 
are far from what the user expected to find. By attaching a VOPD to the image, 
we establish reference to the semantic content of the image, rather than to its 
appearance. This approach is novel and unique in that it relates to the semantic 
content that the image shows, rather than to how it is shown. This by no means 
implies that low-level features are not addressed. On the contrary, by referring 
separately to objects in the foreground and in the background, we can attach 
different low level attributes to each one of them. Thus we can fomulate a query 
in which an object in the background is an instance of class X (e.g., X=House) 
and the dominant color attribute of the object is white, while the foreground 
contains an object instance of class Person and its dominant color attribute is 
red. Thus, the interplay between the semantic image content - the high-level 
cognitive aspects of what the image expresses ...... is combined with low-level at- 
tributes of objects in the image to yield a query that is much more specific and 
accurate than what state-of-the-art image retrieval systems produce. 

l 

Image 

i Background 

t House 

i Bo.om L~. ! ~o~o~= w,ite } 

l W o m a n ~  Camera I 

1 24°~o i 
B~ttom Lefl I color = t@d 

[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 

Fig. 2. An image (left) represented by a Visual Object-Process Diagram (right). 
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b. 
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L ! ~  

Fig. 3. A set of Object-Process Die,grams describing tile Semantic Coptent Bmsed 
hnage Retrieval System. a) Top-level OPD b) The process Semantic Content Based 
Image Retrieval - blown up+ 

5 Semant ic  Content  Based R e t r i e v a l -  Overview 

In our scheme, images of visual scenes are represented in terms of the objects in 
the scene, their relationships (in terms of positions and actions), local (object- 
bazed) attributes and global (scene-based) attributes. These are all expressed 
through the Visual Object-Process Diagram (VOPD). 

Each image in the database is indexed by an associated VOPD. Retrieval 
from the database is based on a measure of similarity between sought and exist- 
ing VOPDs. This measure considers distances between object-process diagrams 
while taking into account the fact that these represent visual data. 

Figure 3a shows a top-level Object-Process Diagram describing the Semantic 
Content Based Image Retrieval System. In Figure 3b, the main process of our 
system - Content Based Image Retrieval- has been blown up. As can be seen, this 
process consists of two main lowe-level processes: VOPD Generation and VOPD 
Matching. The process of VOPD Generation is applied off-line to all images in 
the database associating a VOPD to each image. It is applied on-line during 
image retrieval to generate a query VOPD from the user input. The process 
of VOPD Matching is applied during image retrieval and involves comparisons 
between the query VOPD and the VOPDs associated with the images in the 
database. The output of this process is a (ranked) set of images whose VOPD 
match the query VOPD to a pre-defined degree. 
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6 S e m a n t i c  C o n t e n t  B a s e d  I m a g e  R e t r i e v a l  - E x a m p l e  

As an examl)le fi)r our approach, we created VOPDs for several images. Figure 4 
and Figure 5 show tile images (M't) and their associated VOPDs (right). These 
images and their associated VOPl)s will be denoted the Image Database. Several 
query VOPDs were created either abstractly or from other images. The images 
in tim hnage Da.tabase wet(, manually ranked according to the expected distance 
between the associated VOPD and the query VOPD. 

Obviously, retrieval based on keywords, such as "Apple", will extract the 
three images of Figure 4a-c. However the image content and layout of these 
images differ significantly. Accordingly, the associated VOPDs are also different. 
Thus retrieval based on VOPD (which includes an "Apple" object) will perform 
a more pre(:ise retrieval. 

Another example is shown in Figure 6a, where a query image and its as- 
sociated VOPD are shown. Although all three images of Figure 5 contain the 
keyword "Lake", Figure 5c wouhl rank the highest with respect to the query. In- 
deed this image is visually similar to the query image in terms of image content 
and scene layout. 

Figure 6]) shows a query image whose local average color is exactly the same 
as that of the image in Figure 5e. Retrieval based on low level features such as 
local color, would rank Figure 5c as very similar to the query image. Based on 
Semantic content based retrieval, these two images are very different as can be 
seen from their associated VOPDs. 

The examples presented here, serves to show the capabilities of our approach 
and to point out the advantages of our approach over previous studies in image 
retrieval. 
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Fig. 4. Three images (left) and their associated Visual Object-Process Diagrams 
(right). 
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Fig. 6. Query images (left) and their associated Visual Object-Process Diagrams 
(right). 
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7 V O P D  G e n e r a t i o n  

Tile VOPD Generation Process consists of tim following lower-level processes: 

1. Extrm'tiosi ~)f ol~je('ts ~J,(I visual (:(~ml~O~w.n~s from an imam,(: to be includ(~(l 
in the VOPD: This process in('lu,les extraction ()f objects and 1heir inter- 
rebltions, ml(l(~rstan(ling of dominance in the scene, determining foreground 
and background and t)ossibly determining some overal attributes of the 
scene, such as mood, time of day, lighting conditions etc. Extraction of the 
image components may be manual or automatic. Several independent mod- 
ules may be used to perform parts of this task. These include a segmentation 
module, object recognition modules, and illumination understanding mod- 
ules. As additional modules become available, they can be incorporated into 
this part of the i)rocess. 

2. Creation of VOPDs from the vislml data: Once the objects have been ex- 
tracted, the actual VOPD tel)resenting the visual data is created by a sI)e- 
cialized version of OPCAT, shown as the tool for the VOPD Generation 
process in Figure 3b. Creation of the VOPD should follow the syntax and 
semantics of OPM. 

3. Creating a query VOPD from the user's input using the same interface tool 
- OPCAT: OPCAT allows the user to define objects in the image, actions, 
relationships between objects, locational information (between objects and 
relative to the image frame), object attributes and general attributes of the 
image (such as mood, lighting etc). Given the user's input, an appropriate 
VOPD is created. Modules developed for the automatic generation of VOPDs 
from visual data, (above) can be exploited here as well. 

8 V O P D  M a t c h i n g  

Comparison between VOPDs is performed with an understanding that they rep- 
resent visual data. Thus flexibility must be provided in the comparison to allow 
for variability in the visual scene in terms of object-based image content. The 
comparison must take into account the dominant core of the visual scene and 
weigh it appropriately. Background and less dominant scene features should have 
less of an affect on tile comparison. Tile hierarchical nature of the VOPD should 
be taken into account and should assist the matching process. The comparison 
may have user defined parameters associated with it, to guide and emphasise 
certain aspects of the comparison. For example, illumination or layout may be 
more important than the actual objects and actions in the scene. 

The final output of a comparison between VOPDs is a measure of similarity 
which can be used to rank order visual data in the database and respond to the 
user's query by displaying retrieved images in a decreasing similarity order. 

The comparison among VOPDs comprises several levels of matching: 

- U n s t r u c t u r e d  Match ing  - matching between two VOPDs is based on ob- 
ject names appearing in each representation. This type of matching follows 
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the keyword based approach to image retrieval. A list of keywords is com- 
posed for each VOPD by extracting the object names and possibly sonde 
associated object attributes such as Name etc. An intersection of the key- 
wor(l lists with aI)l)~'ol)riat(' weighting [a(:t.ors as defined by tim query VOPD. 
will provide the matching result. A vo('al)ulary of synonyms with ('losencss 
m(,asu,'c can be incorpor~ted into the system to account for diffcrcnces be- 
tween words in the index an(l words in the query. 

- S t r u c t u r e  Match ing  - the graph characteristics of the VOPD is exploited 
when comparing two \ 'OPDs. The objects in the VOPD are connected by 
structural links, notably aggregation, characterization and general (labeled) 
links. Thus a VOPD can be viewed as a (directed and labeled) graph, where 
the objects are the vertices and the structural links are the graph edges. 
Structure Matching is perforIncd betwccn two VOPDs by comparing the un- 
derlying graph structures using grat)h matching techniques [17]. The vertices 
and links may be considered as labeled, thereby restricting the graph match- 
ing to labeled graph comparisons. Again, the choice of labeled vs. unlabeled 
approaches dcldend on tlde parameters and priorities set by tide query VOPD, 
as discussed below. 

- A t t r i b u t e  Ma tch ing  - the objects in the VOPD are associated with local 
attributes (such as color, size, texture, etc.), and global attributes (such as 
image name, scene illumination, mood, etc.). According to parameters of the 
query VOPD, these attributes can serve as the basis for the VOPD match- 
ing. This matching mode incorporates the low-level, feature based retrival 
approaches, used in previously suggested image retrieval methods, into our 
semantic content-based approach. 

More than one mode of matching can, and often should be used during tlde 
VOPD matching process. The query VOPD is the determining factor for the 
mode and method of VOPD matching. Associated with the query VOPD is a 
set of parameters determining the priorities and weights of the components of the 
desired image. For example, a query VOPD may describe a preference for a grass 
background regardless of foreground, or a child smiling regardless of gender, or 
a sunset image regardless of the scene content or color distribution. A user may 
wish to retrieve an image of a cat and dog, but will accept an image containing 
only a dog and regardless of whether it is in the foreground or background. 
Additionally, the mode of matching can be specifically determined by the user. 

The Query VOPD can be considered as a sub-graph of the desired image. 
The matching modes take this into account by searching for subsets of keywords 
in tile Unstructured Matching mode and by considering sub-graph matching in 
the Structured Matching mode. 

The result of each match mode is a graded measure of similarity, thus in the 
Unstructured Matching mode, the "distance" between the keyword lists can be 
measured using a Hebbian type metric (the number of common entities). In the 
Structured Matching mode, a measure of graph similarity must be defined and 
used. Using the Attribute Matching, a metric for each measure, such as a color 
distance metric for the color attribute and a scalar metric for the size attribute, 
is used. 
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Tile tinal ma~ching result between two VOPDs may be represented as a single 
scalar vahm, detining the "distance" between the VOPDs, or as a vector, with 
ea(:h entry correst)onding to some aspect of the similarity, iJ~., the similarity 
measure obtained for ea(:h matching mo(te used in the comparison, 

9 W o r k  in P r o g r e s s  

The Content Based hnage Retrieval project, currently under way, concentrates 
on developing the two main processes of the system. We assume that the extrac- 
tion of visual components and the VOPD generation, are performed manually. 
For a restricted set of images, such as those of a block world, the visual compo- 
nent extraction and tile VOPD creation can be automated. At present we focus 
on two issues: defining rules for VOPD generation and developing specialized 
algorithms for VOPD matching. 

Following the establishment of VOPD generation rules and the matching 
algorithms, we will fl)cus on the design and implementation of the specialized 
version of OPCAT which will serve for both index and query VOPD generation 
and as interface for the retrieval and display of images from the database. 
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